
Home of the Stallions!

WELCOME TO SFES!



Meet  The  Team

Ms. HasslingerMr. Lewis

Mrs. Overeem Mrs. Howell

The 4th Grade Teachers

Ms. Moxley



Talk to the Teacher

● Email is best 
● Responses within 24 hours 
● Unable to respond during instruction 
● Teacher Hours

○ 8:30 - 4:00

When and How





MRs. Overeem’s Specials 
Schedules

             SPECIALS

● Monday: SEL/Class 
Meeting

● Tuesday: Art
● Wednesday: Music
● Thursday: P.E
● Friday: Media B/Class 

meeting



SLIDESMANIA.COM
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Enriched 
Literacy 

Curriculum

Welcome to



SLIDESMANIA.COM

What is Enriched Literacy 
Curriculum (ELC)?

The Enriched Literacy Curriculum is a 
humanities-based program designed 
for students that need advanced, 
rigorous instruction comparable to the 
learning experiences of students in the 
Center for Enriched Studies and 
housed at the local school.
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Conceptual, thematic, interdisciplinary

Enriched Literacy 
Curriculum is . . .

Quick-paced with advanced materials

Based on Maryland College and 
Career Ready grade level standards

Enriched with depth and breadth of 
topics
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● Encourages critical and creative thinking 
skills

● Emphasizes transfer of skills and strategies
● Utilizes inquiry, problem-solving, 

communication, self-expression
● Explicitly teaches application of skills to all 

content areas
●  Uses  technology tools
● Values differentiation for all learners

Instructional Approach
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Instructional Resources
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ELC4 Units

What does it mean to be 
strong?

What makes communication 
successful and what makes 
it unsuccessful?

Why might someone try to 
see something from a 
different perspective?

Unit 1 Unit 2

Unit 3 Unit 4
How does studying 
authors help us reflect 
on our own heritage, 
culture, and life?
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Junior Great Books
Your child will experience…
● Reading high quality, challenging texts written by 

diverse authors
● Discussing complex ideas through questioning, 

interpretation, and supporting their ideas with 
evidence from texts

● Extending comprehension with in-depth reading, 
thinking, writing, and projects 
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Jacob’s Ladder Reading Comprehension Program

Your child will learn to…
● Develop literary analysis skills
● Employ higher level thinking skills
● Discuss a text with meaning and depth
● Apply strategies to enhance reading comprehension 
● Demonstrate understanding through written 

communication
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William and Mary ELA Unit
Autobiographies and Memoirs

Your child will acquire knowledge about…
● Conceptual understanding and complex themes
● Connectedness of reading and writing
● High demand questions that lead to deep comprehension
● Research to produce quality written products
● Reflective thinking about texts, discussions, and feedback
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Units of Study in Writing

Your child will experience…
● Daily writing for authentic purposes and audiences
● Writing various products on topics of choice  
● Learning qualities and strategies of good writing for opinion, 

informative/explanatory, and narrative pieces
● Cycling through the writing process in writing workshop 
● How to set goals based on teacher and peer feedback, and 

self-reflection
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Word Study in ELC

● Inquiry-based instructional approach
● Targeted phonics skills by week
● Principles and patterns of oral and written language 

to spell words 
● Builds vocabulary acquisition

Phonics + Spelling + Vocabulary = Word Study
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Literature Circles
Students choose, read, discuss, and study 
novels every unit. Benefits include:

● Developing critical thinking skills
● Comprehending at an in-depth level
● Studying author’s craft and techniques
● Collaborating with peers to strengthen 

understanding
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“We get to choose the topics we write 
about.  I loved that we always wrote 
books and I loved all the writing 
projects.”

“I loved doing literature circles and 
reading really good books....”

~ELC Students



Curriculum
Eureka Math

1.

2.

3.

 
4.

Staying sharp on previously learned skills

Opportunity to apply learning in a 
new way.

New content being studied

Debrief the problem set
Review objective



How is Eureka different?
It focuses on “mathematizing.”

• Math as a verb.
• “Process of modeling 

reality with the use of 
mathematical tools.”

• “Process of constructing 
meaning.” 

• Process of applying 
mathematical ideas to a 
problem.

Answer-getting “Mathematizing”

The goal is to have students mathematize- not just follow an algorithm to solve.  
Enrichment may be given when a student is able to mathematize skills within a 
concept, and shows proficiency with conceptual understanding, fluency, AND 
application of concepts



Lesson Structure
Each lesson in Eureka is comprised of four critical components. 
Each component serves a distinct purpose.

• Fluency practice - to gain fluency with grade level skills and 
number sense

• Application problem- to apply learned concepts to real world 
problems

• Concept development (including the problem set) - to learn a 
new concept and develop models and procedures for solving

• Student debrief (including the Exit Ticket)- to summarize and 
make meaning of the lesson to further learning in the future 

Together they promote balanced and rigorous instruction and 
mathematizing.



Models

GreatMinds.org/P
arents

★ Students must be able to 
use models to 
conceptualize and solve 
problems. 

★ Eureka uses same 
models in each grade 
but uses for each model 
builds and progresses in 
each grade.

 
 
   



Common Model: Number 
Bonds 

1st grade: Totals within 20                 3rd Grade: Fractions        4th 
Grade: Conversions of Units



Common Model: Tape 
Diagrams

2nd Grade                                         4th 
Grade



Enrichment 
❏ Some students are in Math ⅘, which is an 

accelerated course option: 1 ½ years in 4th 
(⅘) and 1 ½ years in 5th (⅚) so by end of 5th 
grade, has completed K-6th grade math

❏ Grade 4 Math students also benefit from 
Eureka’s rigor and enrichment built into 
lessons
❏ Each module increases in complexity 

throughout the module
❏ Each problem set within the lesson 

increases in complexity 
❏ Students must be proficient with all 

three components of rigor: conceptual 
understanding, procedural skill & 
fluency, application

Conceptual 
Understanding
Students build a 

deep 
understanding of 
the how and why 
of mathematics. 

Procedural Skill & 
Fluency

Students develop 
efficiency and accuracy in 

computations. 

Application
Students identify the 

appropriate 
concepts and skills 

to tackle novel 
problems and tasks. 

*Students who demonstrate full proficiency 
with all components of rigor may be given 
opportunities to work with a modified problem 
set for additional enrichment (using Eureka 
materials) 



Tips for helping your child

• Have your child explain what 
concepts they are learning.

• Ask questions:
• Can you explain? 
• What strategy did you use? 
• How else can you solve it? 

• Be positive about your child’s math 

education.



What to Expect
Science

In each Quarter we will be investigating the 
following in our science units

● Questioning & Info
● Modeling & Investigation

● Data and Analysis
● Explanation & Argumentation



What to Expect
Social studies

MP 1: Geography: American Settlements and Native Americans
MP 2: Economics and History
MP 3: Culture and History
MP 4: Civics



What to Expect
Leader in Me/PBIs/RJ



Blend of Systems…

PBIS 

to set and reinforce the expectations…(Safe, Studious & Synergetic)

LIM 

to teach the skills needed to independently meet those expectations

RJ  

is woven throughout it all- to repair and maintain trust and positive 
relationships amongst all stakeholders (students, staff, parents, 
community)



Stallions strive to be 
Safe, Studious and Synergetic by…



● Practice and Review of Material 
● Daily Eureka Math
● Read for 20-25 minutes - log in agenda book
● Check agenda book each day for information.
● Encourage risk taking!

○ Mistakes help inform our instruction

What to Expect
Homework



● St. Mary’s County
● Imagination Stage

● Mad Science
● Sandy Spring Museum

● Anapolis
● Baltimore Aquarium

● Black Hills Park
● Croydon Creek Park

Possibilities this year
Field Trips



PBIS



Students will be responsible for 
bringing their chromebooks to 
school and home each day. Please 
make sure that they are charged 
and they bring their charger. 

Chromebook 
Expectations



Volunteer Opportunities for 
school activities

Volunteer for the 4th grade 
class at home or in school

Volunteers

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M8OZj3CO7hB6bBVLhtC5-Y9sPcQV5rXbWhFoOdCAIto/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1M8OZj3CO7hB6bBVLhtC5-Y9sPcQV5rXbWhFoOdCAIto/edit


Please complete the online 
digital consent form
Coming soon

Digital Consent 
Form

https://forms.gle/RU298JtHfYs5Krqd6
https://forms.gle/RU298JtHfYs5Krqd6


Questions??



Curriculum

Benchmark Advanced 

1.

2.

 

3.

4. 

 

Whole Group 

Phonics

Small Group 

Writing



Parent Resources
Benchmark Advanced 

1. Benchmark Advance Parent Letter

2. Benchmark Advance Parent Video

3. ELD Distance Learning Instruction Parent Video

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1xab_6Xgu1QfPQve-JXrEVcjEpM1snhFDGcDzciRwcOA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1uwykrbRzyN0ToS_FQvERGC9lL1F7OjHAyZhFUbT7eKs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1TWpAt-aEyEvy-On0vzLGrFmkvGPcTNcLyx8rpoTwjf8/edit?usp=sharing


● Vertical alignment of College and Career Ready 

Standards across grades K-5

● Three-week units centered around knowledge 

strands (this has been adjusted to 4 weeks during 

distance learning due to a 90 minute literacy block in 

this format)

● Write-in text sets + digital access to materials

● Writing aligned to reading

● Foundational skills instruction

● English learner scaffolds

● Targeted intervention tools

● Built-in assessments

Key Components

http://benchmarkadvance.com/
http://benchmarkadvance.com/


Before Unit 1:  
Review and Routines (3-5)

● First 10-12 days of instruction to allow students to learn the classroom procedures 
through direct instruction, rather than through trial and error. (This was modified from 
the traditional 15-20 due to our distance learning schedule.)

● Time to explicitly model, teach and practice literacy behaviors and expectations 
students will use consistently throughout the year.

● Parents should not expect to see homework or graded work coming home during this 
time. 

● Teachers will gather anecdotal and formative data in order to assess students’ 
reading skills for placement in small, flexible, needs-based groups, but will not report 
reading or writing grades until Unit 1 begins. 

42



Vertically Aligned Standards
  

Introduction to Benchmark 
Workshop

Notice the staircase of complexity and progression of 
learning that occurs across the grade levels. 



Close Reading

In Grades 2-5, students 
annotate each text and 
take notes in the margins as 
they read closely to answer 
questions and gather 
evidence. 



Using Text Evidence in Writing


